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Pekon (village) is a smallest form of government in Indonesia that given the right of autonomy to regulate and take care of it benefits based on initiatives from society. An organizer of the village (pekon) government is a village chief along with the staff are the institutions as well as executive board of rural hippun corporation (BHP) are the institutions legislative level of village (pekon). The leader of village (pekon) and BHP as a parallel partner made the provision of legislation village for the sake of the welfare of society, the village regulation was designed for public welfare by involving the people to be able to participate in the process of making until the implementation of the village regulation.

The aim of this research was to know the performance of the members rural hippun corporation (BHP) kamilin in making village regulations in 2015. The type of research used was descriptive with a qualitative approach. The data collection techniques were used by close interviews, observation and study of
documentation, while the data processing technique used were editing stage, categorization and interpretation.

The result of this research showed that the performance of the members rural hippun corporation (BHP) Kamilin in making the legislation of village were not effective and efficient. The existence of BHP as liaison between the society and the government of village could not representative. The factors are influencing the performance of members BHP kamilin by using the study of behavior that were knowledge, ability, and attitude. Those factors were significantly impacted on working performance of member BHP kamilin in the provision of legislation village, it was because of the level of knowledge everyone were different moreover with the background of their education. The higher level of education take by someone, then they had a lot of knowledge and experience. This will affect the ability of someone in addressing a problem and solve problems by the way of thinking and how to understand the problems. Knowledge and capability that owned will affect to the attitude of someone, if someone had wide knowledge then the ability in addressing a problem will be settled on a wise.
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